
               2nd Grade TAG - Week of April 20th  

Hello Again TAG Parents and Students! 

     I hope each of you are enjoying this beautiful spring weather we are 
having! Please never hesitate to reach out to me with any questions or 
concerns you may have (kutz@fultonschools.or).   Additionally, don’t 
forget to check out some more learning opportunities found on our 2nd 
Grade TAG Team site: 2nd Grade TAG Team.  

   As I always remind everyone, the following TAG activities are optional 
and the expectation is that you need not spend more than about 15-20 
minutes a week on them. The point is to enjoy the learning, but never to 
be stressed about TAG. 

Virtual hugs to all! I miss each of you����! 

Mrs. Kutz 

 

 

TAG Essential Question: What are some fun ways we can learn more 
about the United States’ symbols, and how can we express what we have 
learned? 

1. If you have not already had a chance to do so, please go to our 2nd 
Grade Team site (2nd Grade TAG Team) and click on the reading I did of a 
book entitled, The Liberty Bell  by, Tristan Boyer Binns. You’ll see I have a 
question for you to answer, and I would love to hear your thoughts! 

2. Go to the following Pebble Go site using your Class Link –  

https://site.pebblego.com/modules/5/categories/5002  
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Click on some of the many symbols that interest you the most, and then 
choose any way you would like to show what you may have learned. You 
can make a poster about one of the symbols, or maybe you want to 
create a Venn diagram (as we sometimes do in TAG) to compare what is 
the same and what is different about 2 of the symbols, or maybe you 
would rather answer these questions: 

What are 3 things you learned? What would you like to know more 
about? Why do you think this is an important symbol for the United 
States of America? 

3. If you would like to do so, please share your SCAMPER work from the 
past several weeks on our 2nd Grade Team site (2nd Grade TAG Team site). 
I’ve loved seeing your wonderful new flags, and that way your classmates 
can see them as well (a little like our “Museum Walks” in class)!  

 

Always remember…Don’t stress about 
the work…Enjoy the learning! 
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